The auditory system is capable of robust recognition of sounds in the presence of competing maskers (e.g., other voices or background music). This capability arises despite the fact that masking stimuli can disrupt neural responses at the cortical level. Since the origins of such interference effects remain unknown, in this study, we work to identify and quantify neural interference effects that originate due to masking occurring within and outside receptive fields of neurons. We record from single and multi-unit auditory sites from field L, the auditory cortex homologue in zebra finches. We use a novel method called spike timing-based stimulus filtering that uses the measured response of each neuron to create an individualized stimulus set. In contrast to previous adaptive experimental approaches, which have typically focused on the average firing rate, this method uses the complete pattern of neural responses, including spike timing information, in the calculation of the receptive field. When we generate and present novel stimuli for each neuron that mask the regions within the receptive field, we find that the time-varying information in the neural responses is disrupted, degrading neural discrimination performance and decreasing spike timing reliability and sparseness. We also find that, while removing stimulus energy from frequency regions outside the receptive field does not significantly affect neural responses for many sites, adding a masker in these frequency regions can nonetheless have a significant impact on neural responses and discriminability without a significant change in the average firing rate. These findings suggest that maskers can interfere with neural responses by disrupting stimulus timing information with power either within or outside the receptive fields of neurons.
INTRODUCTION
The near silence of an auditory neuroscience lab is an atypical environment for listening to sounds. Usually, humans must listen to a target sound source (such as a person talking) in the presence of background maskers (e.g., other talkers, traffic noise, a loud TV, etc.). Many animals, such as birds (Hulse et al. 1997) , frogs (Endepols et al. 2003) , and mammals (Cherry 1953) , are capable of listening to a single sound source in the presence of masking sounds. Although this ability is important for both humans and animals, how the brain performs this task remains unclear, and understanding the underlying neural mechanisms might be critical for developing new strategies for hearing devices (Haykin and Chen 2005) .
Previous studies suggest an important role for auditory cortex in processing sounds in the presence of maskers (Nelken 2004 ). Here we examined the neural processing of masked stimuli at the cortical level in songbirds. The songbird system is characterized by a combination of well-understood vocal communication behaviors and identified neural circuits that mediate the perception, learning, and production of vocal communication sounds. Moreover, songbirds communicate in crowded and noisy colonies, making them an attractive model system for studying the neural processing of masked sounds. Understanding the neural processing of masked stimuli in songbirds, then, could help us understand how the brain manages to recognize target stimuli embedded in noise. Previously, we identified different forms of neural interference effects that lead to a dramatic reduction in discrimination of target sounds in the presence of background maskers , where masking caused additions of spurious spiking during gaps in songs and the removal of informative spiking during song syllables. However, the origin of such neural interference effects remains unknown.
In this study, we aim to characterize the origin of this neural interference using a new adaptive stimulation method called spike timing-based stimulus filtering (STSF). Based on the neural response, including spike timing information, the STSF method calculates a receptive field estimate and creates new stimuli for each recording site, which allow us to place maskers in different regions relative to the receptive field. We utilize this method to examine neural responses to masked target birdsongs in field L, the avian auditory cortex homologue (Wang et al. 2010) , as field L has been shown to respond more strongly to complex stimuli such as conspecific vocalizations than tones (Leppelsack and Vogt 1976; Langner et al. 1981) , noises, or synthetic stimuli (Grace et al. 2003) . Field L has also been shown to contain sufficient information to classify different birdsongs on the basis of responses from single neurons (Wang et al. 2007 ) and provides input to downstream areas that show song-selective responses (Gentner and Margoliash 2003) . Using this method, our results reveal interference with the neural response and disruption of coding of target identity when maskers are within the receptive field, as well as when maskers are placed outside the receptive field, suggesting different ways the coding of stimulus identity can be disrupted by the presence of maskers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Electrophysiological recording
All procedures were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines approved by the Boston University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Single-electrode extracellular neural responses from field L in adult male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) were recorded using previously developed electrophysiological techniques for acute (Narayan et al. 2006; Billimoria et al. 2008 ) and awake-restrained (Grana et al. 2009 ) recordings. We used 2-4 MΩ tungsten microelectrodes and presented conspecific vocalizations at 72 dB sound pressure level (SPL) to probe for auditory sites. Subsequently filtered and processed stimuli varied in level from 53.3 to 74.5 dB SPL (see "Spike timingbased stimulus filtering" below). Sites with audible time-locked neural activity and sufficient van Rossum discrimination performance (970%) on two targets (see "Spike train analysis" below) were isolated using threshold-based spike detection and classified as single or multi-unit based on the percentage of interspike interval (ISI) violations (criterion-1 ms ISI violations less than 5% were considered single units). We used stereotactic coordinates to evenly sample field L, but did not obtain sufficient data to draw conclusions about the effects of subregion on neural responses.
Spike timing-based stimulus filtering
Once sites were identified, 20 different zebra finch songs (total duration of 40.5 s) were each played 10 times in pseudorandom block order (Fig. 1A) . Using the responses to these stimuli, the receptive field (spectrotemporal receptive field, STRF; Fig. 1B ) for each site was estimated using normalized reverse correlation (NRC) with STRFPak 5.3 (Theunissen et al. 2001) , which uses time-varying firing rates to estimate the neural receptive field. Zebra finch songs were used to calculate the STRF instead of continuous, wideband stimulation because field L neurons respond more strongly to birdsong than noise (Grace et al. 2003) , and songs would be used as target stimuli in subsequent analyses. For the STRF estimate, 64 frequency bands spanning the range from 250 to 8,000 Hz were used with 2 ms temporal binning of the spectrogram (log power in each time-frequency bin). These STRF estimates were cross-validated using STRFPak to calculate the mutual information and the noise-corrected cross-correlation (CC) between the STRF-predicted response and actual responses using a leave-one-out jackknifing procedure (Hsu et al. 2004) .
We then implemented the STSF method using custom software. To reduce experimental time, 5 of the original 20 songs used to calculate the RF were selected to be targets in constructing an individualized set of stimuli for each recording site by spectrally filtering the targets according to each site's RF. For each frequency band, the contribution to the receptive field was computed as the maximum positive (excitatory) value plus the magnitude of the minimum negative (inhibitory) value across time in the RF (Fig. 1C) . Considering the extrema across time to calculate the contribution helped account for the fact that temporal interactions across frequencies could affect the neural responses. Using this across-time contribution measure allowed for a simple stimulus filtering scheme. Frequencies whose contributions were less than a threshold percentage (at 25%, 50%, or 75%) of the maximal contribution across all frequency bands (Fig. 1C) were filtered out to produce stimuli where the target was within the NRC-estimated receptive field (Tw) from the target stimuli (T). For example, at the 25% threshold, frequencies whose contributions were less than 25% of the maximal contribution (across frequency bands) were removed via filtering (for filtering details, see below).
For each site, we chose the highest threshold percentage that maintained neural responses between the unfiltered target stimuli (T) and the within-STRF stimuli (Tw). To quantify the neural response changes, we utilized a spike train discrimination method (Machens et al. 2003) . This procedure used a nearest-neighbor template-matching procedure to classify which spike trains were evoked in response to different stimuli. Under this procedure, to classify one spike train evoked in response to a particular song, the spike train was compared to randomly chosen template spike trains evoked in response to each song and classified according to the smallest dissimilarity to the template spike trains. Repeating this over each trial from each song yielded a percent correct discrimination score. Spike train dissimilarities were calculated using the van Rossum (2001) metric as the integral of the squared difference between spike trains temporally smoothed with a decaying exponential (time constant τ; for each site, τ was chosen to maximize discrimination performance for the unmodified T stimuli, spanning a range for our data of 0.5 to 70 ms). We first used this discrimination method to determine baseline performance by discriminating neural responses to T stimuli using the responses to T stimuli as templates. To quantify neural response changes due to within-STRF filtering, at each filtering threshold (25%, 50%, and 75% of the maximal contribution) we then discriminated responses to Tw stimuli using responses to T stimuli as templates. Finally, for each site, we chose the highest filtering threshold that yielded less than a 5% change in discrimination performance (compared to baseline performance) due to filtering. Frequency bands whose contributions were above the threshold were termed "within-STRF" and bands whose contribution was below were termed "outside-STRF." By selecting the threshold in this manner, we obtained conservative estimates of which frequencies were labeled outside-STRF.
Stimulus filtering was performed using 64 parallel 5,000-point finite-impulse-response filters with delay correction. In the frequency domain, each filter was a triangle that obtained unity magnitude at the center frequency of a band, dropping linearly to zero at the center frequencies of the adjacent bands and taking on the value of zero elsewhere. Filtering via this time domain method prevented both spectral splatter and temporal ringing (introducing at most 113 ms of ringing, but far less in practice). Although this filtering did result in minor spectral overlap between adjacent bands, this overlap was mitigated by the smoothness of STRF estimates that arises from the singular value decomposition used in normalized and decreased (blue) the firing probability of the example site. C The contribution of each frequency band (black line) was calculated by adding the minimum (inhibitory, blue) and maximum (excitatory, red) magnitude in each frequency band. Different receptive field inclusion thresholds (25%, 50%, and 75%) were calculated relative to the maximum contribution.
reverse correlation calculations (David et al. 2007 ). Removal of the outside-STRF frequencies resulted in filtered target within-STRF (Tw) stimuli with sound levels between 53.3 and 71.9 dB SPL.
In addition to the target stimuli, a random-phase noise masker was generated whose spectrum matched the average of the conspecific stimuli used to generate the STRF, but that contained no temporal structure that could be used for discriminating songs. Since the overall spectrum of the noise matched that of multiple birdsongs, this noise masker can be thought of as a surrogate for the sound from a very crowded bird colony environment. After creating the target within-STRF stimuli (Tw) and establishing the inclusion threshold, this noise masker was added to the Tw stimuli in all within-STRF frequency bands (TwMw) or outside-STRF bands (TwMo) (Fig. 2) . In each outside-STRF band, then, the randomized masker level matched the average level in that band across the original stimuli. For each site, all stimuli (5 targets with T, Tw, TwMw, and TwMo variations) were presented in pseudorandom order 10 times, with a different token of noise masker (i.e., unfrozen noise) used for each of the 10 trials. Unfrozen noise was used here because noise maskers typically vary between repeated presentations of target stimuli in listening environments. All stimuli were truncated to the duration of the shortest target song (820 ms) and all but the shortest song were trimmed of introductory notes (which carry little information about song identity). The resulting stimuli had sound levels between 56.9 and 74.5 dB SPL. The duration of the presentation of all stimuli varied by site, typically lasting less than an hour (longest was 82 min).
Spike train analysis
To quantify changes in spike trains due to stimulus modification, we used the previously described van Rossum discrimination method to discriminate neural responses to the modified stimuli using the unmodifiedtarget (T) spike trains as templates. Although it is unknown how the zebra finch auditory system allows for behavioral discrimination of songs, the van Rossum discrimination measure helps quantify how much information is available in the spike timing information for subsequent discrimination by downstream neurons. We also measured the reliability and sparseness of neural responses using previously developed techniques. We used R corr (Schreiber et al. 2003) and 1) and then averaging these values across all songs. We measured sparseness (Vinje and Gallant 2000) by using a PSTH-binning technique to determine how concentrated in time neural responses were (with values between 0 and 1). We used these measures to help quantify characteristics of the time neural responses to stimuli. Time constants for calculating sparseness and reliability were matched to the optimal neural time scale from the discrimination measure. We also measured the overall spike rate for each site despite the fact that songs are not readily discriminable using spike rate (Narayan et al. 2006; Larson et al. 2009 ).
To establish significant differences across stimulus conditions (T, Tw, TwMw, and TwMo), we used one-way repeated measures ANOVAs for parametric data that passed Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality and Levene's equal variance tests; data that did not pass these tests were analyzed using Friedman's nonparametric repeated measures test. Post hoc multiple pairwise comparisons were performed using Tukey's honestly significant difference test. All tests were performed at a pG0.05 significance level and are shown in figures by [*, **, ***] at the [0.05, 0.01, 0.001] levels, respectively.
RESULTS
Neurophysiology and spike timing-based stimulus filtering
We recorded extracellular responses from 34 sites in field L, the mammalian auditory cortex homologue in zebra finches. Thirty-three sites were recorded from 6 anesthetized birds, and one site was recorded in an awake-restrained bird. Of these, nine sites were classified as single unit recordings (1 ms ISI violations less than 5%). Since we did not observe significant differences between the single unit and multi-unit recordings in terms of their linearity (as measured by the CC and predicted information [Hsu et al. 2004 ], p90.53 each, unpaired t test), they were combined for subsequent analysis. For each site, 20 conspecific songs were presented (5 shown in Fig. 1A) , and neural responses were used to calculate the spectrotemporal receptive field (STRF) using normalized reverse correlation (Fig. 1B) .
To test the effects of masking on the neural responses, we used these receptive field estimates to generate new stimuli for each neural recording site. To do this, we first determined the contribution of each frequency band to the receptive field estimate (Fig. 1C) and used that to filter out frequencies deemed outside the STRF from five target songs. For each site, a frequency band contribution threshold was chosen (at 25%, 50%, or 75% of the maximal contribution across frequency bands) that preserved the time-varying neural responses, as measured by the van Rossum discrimination method (see "Materials and methods"). We then created site-specific within-STRF-only (Tw) stimuli, and the target (T) stimuli were filtered to get rid of frequencies with contributions below the threshold chosen for each site. There were nine sites whose neural responses changed (according to our threshold-determining criterion) while filtering out frequencies with contributions below the lowest threshold (25%), and these were not included in the subsequent site-specific filtering analysis as their estimate of the receptive field was considered inadequate for site-specific stimulus filtering. The remaining 25 sites had STRF CC values that ranged from 0.48 to 0.88 (μ=0.64), and these CC values did not differ significantly from those of the disqualified sites (μ=0.60, p=0.11, unpaired t test). However, the relative mean predicted information values did significantly differ (p=0.02, unpaired t test), with the mean predicted information for included sites (19.33 bits/s) greater than that for the disqualified sites (7.62 bits/s).
Of the 25 sites that met the inclusion criterion, 9, 11, and 5 sites used 25%, 50%, and 75% contribution thresholds, respectively, to delineate the within-and outside-STRF regions. Using these thresholds, we created four classes of stimuli using the target songs and random noise maskers spectrally matched to zebra finch song designed to determine the effects of within-STRF and outside-STRF frequency masking effects for each neural site. These stimuli were unfiltered target (T), within-STRF-only target (Tw), within-STRF target plus within-STRF masker (TwMw), and within-STRF target plus outside-STRF masker (TwMo) (Fig. 2) .
Contribution-based frequency filtering can preserve neural responses
In filtering out the frequency bands outside the RF (Tw) from the full stimuli (T), neural response properties were preserved across sites despite significant changes in overall stimulus intensity (Fig. 3A) . To quantify how the neuron's response timing and reliability changed, we performed van Rossum-based discrimination of the spike trains evoked in response to the filtered songs while using spike trains from the unfiltered (T) stimuli as templates (Fig. 3B) . We also measured the reliability of the neural responses themselves (Fig. 3C) -calculated as the average correlation between pairs of temporally smoothed spike trains evoked in response to the same song. There was no significant change in the discrimination, reliability, sparseness (Fig. 3D) , or firing rate (Fig. 3E) of the neural responses due to filtering out the frequencies outside the STRF. This suggests that the timing of neural responses to the stimuli was not affected by filtering out the outside-STRF frequencies using the chosen contribution threshold.
Masking frequency bands within the receptive field degrades responses
When a noise masker was added to the frequency bands within the STRF with the target (TwMw stimuli), the neural responses changed across all sites. We found no significant change in overall firing rate across sites. We then measured the neural discriminability (see "Materials and methods"), which quantified how well the neural responses to these modified stimuli could be correctly classified based on their similarity to template spike trains evoked in response to the unmodified song stimuli. We observed significant changes in the mean discriminability, as well as the reliability and sparseness of the neural responses (Fig. 3) . This suggests that, despite similar overall firing rates, time-varying neural response properties changed-and these changes adversely affected the ability to discriminate songs on the basis of the neural response.
Effects of masking frequency bands outside the receptive field
When the noise masker was placed in the frequency bands outside the STRF with the target in the frequency bands within the STRF (TwMo stimuli), the time-varying response properties of sites also changed ( Fig. 4A ) with significant decreases in discrimination and spike timing reliability (Fig. 4B, C) . That is, despite the fact that removing outside-STRF frequencies from the stimuli did not significantly change discriminability or reliability (Fig. 4B, C, p90 .47 for both), adding a noise masker to outside-STRF frequency regions decreased discriminability (pG0.001), and this decrease was accompanied by a corresponding decrease in spike timing reliability (pG0.001). However, the overall firing rate ( Fig. 4E) and sparseness of the responses (Fig. 4D ) did not significantly change (p90.18 for both). In addition, we observed that there was a correlation between the number of outside-STRF bands and site linearity (as measured by the predicted information provided by the STRF; R=0.68, pG0.001). This suggests that the units better described by the linear model could have more frequency content removed without affecting the neural responses.
DISCUSSION
Within and outside receptive field effects in degradation of discrimination
Despite the importance of the recognizing sounds in the presence of maskers, the neural processing underpinning this ability is not fully understood, in part because of the lack of studies examining neural response properties with masking stimuli. Although disruptions in neural timing have been observed ), the underlying sources of these effects are not known. We sought to determine if interference effects originated from masking within the receptive field, or if some effects were due to masking stimuli outside the receptive field.
We found that adding a masker to our stimuli in the frequency bands within the receptive fields of individual sites disrupted neural coding of song identity despite no significant changes in mean firing rate. Discrimination degraded because the spike timing in response to the target sound was disrupted by the presence of the masker. This decrease in performance was accompanied by a significant decrease in spike timing reliability and sparseness of the neural responses. This suggests an improvement in neural coding with sparseness, consistent with experimental studies in the visual system (Vinje and Gallant 2000). The observed decreases in spike timing reliability suggest that intro- FIG. 3 . Frequencies outside the receptive field can be removed using site-specific filtering while preserving neural responses, and masking frequencies within the STRF disrupts neural responses. A-E When target stimuli (T) were filtered to contain only within-STRF frequency bands (Tw), there were significant changes in the stimulus intensity (A) but no significant change in the neural discriminability (B), spike timing reliability (C), sparseness (D), or firing rate (E), suggesting that the timing of neural responses was predominantly preserved by filtering. Once a masker was added to these within-STRF frequency bands (TwMw), the discriminability, reliability, and sparseness were all affected. Individual sites are gray, means (±1 SEM) in black; two outlier (very high rate) sites are omitted from the firing rate plot but included in the mean.
ducing the noise masker decreased the trial-to-trial reliability of neural coding of the target stimuli in the presence of maskers that vary across target presentations. It is possible that some of the neural response was being driven by the noise masker in a reliable manner, and reliability decreased because the specific masker noise token varied from trial to trial; however, this is somewhat unlikely as previous experiments have observed little phase locking to band-passed white noise stimuli in field L (Grace et al. 2003) .
We also found that, for roughly three quarters of the sites tested, filtering out frequencies that did not contribute to the STRF estimate did not affect the time-varying response properties of neural responses. This suggests that these neurons were more linear in their stimulus-response characteristics than the remaining quarter. However, even for these predominantly linear neurons, we observed a range of effects on responses due to the addition of a spectrally matched noise masker in the outside-STRF frequency bands. For some sites, neural responses-as measured by discrimination, reliability, firing rate, and sparseness-were preserved, while other sites showed large changes in their responses, often manifesting as degradation in the neural coding of song identity as measured by the discrimination performance. Although it is unclear why this degradation occurs, it could be caused by the presence of subthreshold inputs from neurons tuned to these outside-STRF frequency regions, or superthreshold inputs that contribute minimally to the STRF estimate. Also, while here we have termed certain frequencies "outside" the STRF based on responses to restricted bandwidth target stimuli, this is an artificial definition. It is clear that there are interactions in the frequency regions that initially appear to contribute little to the neural response, but it could be informative to test other configurations to probe these interactions. For example, we did not test neural responses to target stimuli placed in the frequency bands that we termed "outside" the receptive field; testing additional stimuli such as these could help clarify how different regions of the receptive field affect neural responses.
The STSF method
In this study, we used a novel adaptive stimulation paradigm called STSF. Previously, adaptive stimulation paradigms have used tone stimuli to maximize neural firing rate (deCharms et al. 1998) ; determined receptive fields in response to three-dimensional visual stimuli in macaque inferotemporal cortex (Yamane et al. 2008) ; generated nonlinear interaction maps for firing rates in mammalian auditory cortex (Barbour and Wang 2003; Sadagopan and Wang 2009 ) and bat inferior colliculus (Brimijoin and O'Neill 2010) using multiple tone stimuli; characterized how field L firing rates change with intensity using linear-nonlinear models (Nagel and Doupe 2006); and shown that cortical neurons change firing rate in response to removal of background noise or other stimulus modifications (Bar-Yosef et al. 2002) . Although these previous studies have successfully extended characterizations of neural response properties in terms of firing rates, little work has been done to examine how stimulus changes alter the timing of cortical responses; so far, it has been shown that the timing of cortical responses to foreground stimuli can be modulated by the acoustic background (Bar-Yosef and Nelken 2007) . By examining in detail the changes in neural response timingin addition to changes in overall firing rate-due to site-specific stimulus modifications, we can obtain a clearer picture of neural response properties, and how these properties may contribute to effective downstream processing, such as stimulus discrimination and recognition.
The adaptive stimulation method outlined here builds upon those previous adaptive stimulation paradigms, extending previous work in three important ways. First, we used complex natural communication sounds to which field L preferentially responds (Grace et al. 2003; Theunissen and Shaevitz 2006) instead of synthetic stimuli. Second, we utilized both frequency complementary and overlapping noise maskers in the novel adaptive stimulus set to probe for within and outside receptive field effects, respectively. Third, and most importantly, we analyzed changes in the precise spike timing. This revealed differences in neural response characteristics despite the lack of significant changes in overall firing rate.
Because receptive field estimation can be challenging, our method uses the STRF only as a starting point for generating novel stimuli and collecting neural responses. For example, it is known that STRFs are generally not good predictors of neural responses for stimuli with different spectrotemporal properties from those used to calculate the STRF (Theunissen et al. 2000; Christianson et al. 2008; Gourevitch et al. 2009 ), so here we used the STRF only to estimate which frequencies mattered to each neuron in the relevant discrimination task stimuli (birdsong). Additionally, normalized reverse correlation imposes spectral smoothness on the STRF estimates (David et al. 2007) , and the resulting overestimation of the range of important frequencies allowed us to be conservative in our frequency removal procedure. As a final precaution, we also removed from consideration roughly one quarter of the units, those that the STRF did not predict well. In the future, it could prove useful to take a similar approach with other receptive field estimates, such as boosting (David et al. 2007 ), generalized linear models (Paninski et al. 2007) , or multilinear models (Ahrens et al. 2008) . The STSF method introduced here can be used as a tool to explore differences between receptive field estimates and to test other cortical neuron models.
